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Published by the Diploma Class
of the
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School
and Teachers College
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
DeJ i c a t ion
TO
AIRS. MARY B. DEANE, A. B.
Whose many years of faithful and effi-
cient service as a teacher at Eastern,
whose devotion to duty, love of truth
and hatred of error, whose kindly sym-
pathy, unfailing enthusiasm, and the
helpful interest in instruction have en-
deared her to the hearts of her pupils;
to her whose pure and noble life shall
remain a sacred memory to all students





MRS. MARY B. DEANE, A. B.
Five
F reword
As grandmother finds in her linen
chest, treasures of lavender and lace in
which she lives again her youth, so we
hope that you will find this volume of
The Milestone a treasure chest from
which forgotten memories of youthful
loves, desires, and hopes may be drawn





THOMAS J. COATES, A. B. an.l A. M.
President of the Normal School and College
HOMER E. COOPER, A. M. and Ph. D.
Dean of the Faculty
CHARLES A. KEITH, A. B. and A. M.
History and Social Science
Dean of Men
MARIE L. ROBERTS
Graduate Western College for Women, Oxford, Ohio
Dean of Women






Cotirse in Library Economy, Nashville Carnegie Library
Assistant Librarian
MARGARET LIXGEXFELSER
Graduate Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College
Rural Critic Teacher, Grades 1, 2, 3, 4
BROWN E. TELFORD
Graduate Lewisburg Seminary and Conservatory of Music
Public School Music and Piano
REX W. COX, B. S., M. S.
Agriculture
C. E. CALDWELL, A. B., A. M.
Mathematics
ASHBY B. CARTER, B. S.
Biology and Director of Farm





Graduate of Library Administration, University of Nashville
Librarian
GEORGE X. HEMBREE, B. C. S.
Athletics
MRS. JULIAN TYNG
Graduate Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College
Critic Teacher, Grades » and 6
ANNA A. SCHNIEB, A. B., A. M.
Education
EDNA ZELLHOEFER, A. B.
English
MARY FRANCES McKINNEY, B. S.
Critic Teacher, Grades S and 9
NANCY MYERS, A. B., A. M.
French
Eleven
ISABELLE BENNETT, A. B.
Assistant Librarian
JOHN nRR STEWART, A. B,
Public .School Music
PEARL BUCHANAN, A. B.
Reading and Expression
HAMBLETON TAPP, A. B.
English
JAMIE BRONSON, A. B.
Critic Rural School, Grades 5, 0, 7, S
MAE POWELL, B. S.
Critic Teacher, Grades 7 and S
VIRGIL E. BURNS, A. B.
History
Twelve
C. M. WADE, B. S.
Agriculture
MAUD GIBSON
Graduate of Lebanon Normal University
Art
GEORGE DRURY SMITH, B. S., A. B.
Xature Study, Botany, Zoology
CARA BOLDRICK
Graduate of St. Catherine's Academy
Art
LORXA BRESSIE, B. S.
Geography
MINNIE PIGG
Graduate Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College
Rural Critic Teacher, Grades 1, 2, .J, 4
GERMAXIA UTXGO
Graduate State Normal School, Farmville, Virginia
Critic Teacher, Grades 4 a "d o
Thirteen
HETTIE LEATHERS
Graduate Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College
Rural Critic Teacher, Grades 5, 6, 7, S
JANE BELL, B. S.
Home Economics
G. O. BRYANT, A. B.
Mathematics
R. A. FOSTER, A. B., A. M.
English
RUTH DIX, B. S.
Home Economics
MAY C. HANSEN
Graduate Oshkosh State Norma! School
Critic Teacher, Grades 1 and 2




NOBLE O. DENISTON, B.
Industrial Arts
MELVIN E. MATTOX, B. S., A. M.
Director Training School
MEREDITH J. COX, A. B., A. M.
Chemistry and Physics
FRANCES POTTER, A. B.
Critic Teacher, Grades 2 and 3
RUTH PERRY, B. S.
Physical Education for Women
WINNIE DAVIS NEELEY, B. S.
English














Through storm and tide, o'er billows wide,
By wind and wave all laven,
Our barks, though frail, defied the gale
To Eastern's happy haven.
Then at anchor lay in the sheltered bay
These boats that brought us hither,
Till this good time—to other dime
Now soon will bring us hither.
Our voyage thus far across the bar
Of life's tempestuous sea,
Has been as fair and free from care
As a voyage is wont to be.
The lessons learned, by work well earned.
At the oars we've steadily striven,
Will remain to bless the storm and stress
Through which our barks have driven.
On leaving the port of our college fort,
To the winds our sails unfurled,
With naught of dismay we speed away
To distant ports of the world.
We hold as chart an honest heart,
For compass a conscience clear,
Safe passage we'll find—the pilot, mind,
( hir vessel securely will steer.
Fair Eastern, shore we most adore,
We wave thee loving adieu,
O'er the surging deep our sails shall sweep
Till our ships sail back to you.
When the goal is gained, success attained,
And we sail again the sea,
Rare trophies found the world around
We'll bring all back to thee.














A small and narrow path led to Blandville
College, and thence a wider and smoother one
to Western Normal; from whence a still broader
led to Peabody, where the mighty "Lane"
turned to Eastern.
His originality, strong personality, and execu-
tive ability, added to patience and industry,
have marked his work as a student-teacher here.
He has served efficiently as county and city
superintendent.
MRS. MELVIN E. MATTOX
"Jack"
Amory, Mississippi
Mississippi Normal College, 1919-20.
Peabody College for Teachers, 1921-24.
She is of a typical Southern style, possessing
ease and charm of manner. She is loved by all,
but especially by children, and is gifted in do-
mestic accomplishments. Her name is "Jack,"
but unlike "Jack of all trades," she is master




"As a man thinketh, so is he."
Born among the hills, accustomed to "looking
up" and "climbing." A careful student, a
steady worker, earnest, energetic, enthusiastic,
enjoys repartee and retort, dislikes formality
and hates sham, likes athletic games and recrea-
tion, favorite pastimes are tennis and walking.




"Earth changes, but thy soul
and God stand sure."
"G. W. " loves life, and hence "does not
squander time"; believes in doing, not simply
being; to him, life is living. He is eager to
know and anxious to achieve—a thorough stu-
dent, dependable, willing to accept responsibility,
and capable of fulfilling obligations—a healthy
body controlled by a strong mind and tempered




It's all the photographer's fault. Really,
she's always smiling, and it isn't the wooden
kind of smile, either; it's because she just
naturally sees the thing to smile over as soon
as it happens, if not before. What's that.J Sure,
she can sing! And if there's anything doing on
the campus (as there always is at Eastern), she's
in it. "Progress," "Open Forum," studies?
Oh, she just does them with her left hand be-




Affable, obliging, and cheerful. Rapidly pass-
ing the milestones on the road that leads from
his happy irresponsible boyhood in that little
Eastern Kentucky village to the office of B. F.
Hart, Distinguished Doctor of Dental Surgery.
He is a man among men, destined to enter the







Careful, discriminating, tireless—works ac-
cording to plan, even to the minutest detail.
Though a Central Kentucky product, lie
lacked some of the advantages of early training.
A start once made, he pushed forward with
characteristic energy, attended Western Normal,
then "chose the better part" and came to East-
ern, studied for some time at Rennes University
in France. Has held responsible positions as.




A quiet, studious girl, constant, dependable,
efficient, courteous, kind, amiable—a combina-
tion of quick wit, executive ability, and sound
judgment; never gives up, though the way be
rugged; a good student, a charming personality,
a faithful friend.
She is domestic in her tastes, and her favorite
outdoor sport is "Trip." Matrimony or peda-




"I would rather be right than President."
Born at Highway, he soon sought a better
highway, the highway of learning, and has been
an enthusiastic pilgrim toward Mount Realiza-
tion. He is conscientious, modest, persevering,
possesses moral courage, a champion of the right,
a good conversationalist, but one whose actions
speak louder than words; a lover of nature and
of his fellow men.
Twenty-four
In Appreciation
TO RICHARD A. FOSTER
Whose hand, tempered by justice,
strengthened by knowledge, softened
by kindness, and moved by sympathetic
interest, has guided our class through





"Acquire wisdom, real wisdom, which inspects, discerns, com-





There were three wise men in Kentucky who journeyed from the North, the
East and the West. Led by a vision far into the future, they came to the campus
that was once the home of old Central University.
Other Kentuckians had dreamed dreams and by legislation had made pos-
sible a teachers' training school there. A small school it was and they needed a
real man for its leader. Dr. Ruric Nevell Roark journeyed from Clark Uni-
versity to become its first president in 1906. So came the first wise man and the
school prospered and grew.
In 1910 Dr. John Grant Crabbe, the second wise man, began his journey that
led to Eastern. He came with a wealth of experience, personal ability and de-
votion to the cause of education. As president, his vision made greater things
possible and gradually that same school became bigger and better.
The third wise man is our own President, Thomas Jackson Coates, who has
guarded the interests of Eastern since 1910. This third wise man is President of
a Teachers College granting its first baccalaureate degrees this year—a college
it is, full grown at nineteen years; a standard college despite its youth; a college
with equipment and faculty sufficiently strong to compete with the best of schools
;
a college with a future for itself and all Kentucky; a monument to those who
dreamed the dream of its making; a lighthouse to all those who shall, in the future,
dedicate their lives to the cause of education in Kentucky; a project so carefully
directed by three wise men as to claim the admiration of all.
Far into the future gleams the light to guide all "would-be-wise-men." To
them we fling the challenge of service to Kentucky-—a service loyal to Eastern.
From year to year the Seniors of 1925 shall welcome others who will journey
from Eastern Teachers College to serve Kentucky according to the ideals of














President of Junior Class, Men's Club, Rural Life
Club, Neon Krypton Literary Society, Principals Club
"His quiet ways and his faithful work




Little Theatre Club, Horace Mann Literary Society.
Xeon Krypton Literary Society, Men's Club.
"He was the half part of a blessed man











"Keep to your business









Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Attractive and dainty, with just enough indiffer-






Football. Class Basket Ball.





Upper Grade Teachers Council, Open Forum. Sports
Editor of the Milestone. Football. Basket Ball, Base-
ball, Track.





Horace Mann Literary Society, Business Manager of
The Progress, Neon Krypton Literary Society, Men's
Club.
"He never has a lot to say
—




Little Theatre Cub. Class Historian '24 and '25,
Progress Staff.
"Jolly, happy, enthusiastic, with a vast store of in-




Canterburv Club, Horace Mann Literary Societv,
Y. W. C. A.'




Little Theatre Club, Neon Krypton Literary Societv,
Open Forum, Upper Grade Teachers Council, Vice
President of Junior Class.











Little Theatre Club, Horace Mann Literary Society.
Country Life Club, Progress Staff.




Horace Mann Literary Society, Canterbury Club.
Madrigal Club. Y. W. C. A.










Principals Club, Canterbury Club.




On the morning of September the twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and twenty-
four, even the hills and streams in and around Richmond seemed to greet the ris-
ing sun with the radiant smile of joyful expectation. It was thought all nature
realized that something of importance was going to happen. For on that dav
the students of EASTERN KENTUCKY TEACHERS COLLEGE AND NOR-
MAL SCHOOL would once more flock back to the school, and among the
returning students would be some who two years before had made their
appearance as Freshmen, and others who left our school when it was only a Junior
College, and who took the occasion, since EASTERN has become a Senior Col-
lege, to return to earn their degrees.
The possibilities of greatness and achievement were limited only by their
small numbers. Has '26 done her part this year as the Junior class at EASTERN
TEACHERS COLLEGE' The facts in hand make bold to answer "yes."
The Junior class has stood behind the college and entered into its activities with
an enthusiasm that cannot be downed.
The class has among its members men who have been very prominent on the
athletic teams. We proudly refer to Clayton Mainous, Russell Alexander and
E. R. Hensley.
Among the class several members to whom we refer are those who have been
very active in the college activities. We refer to two who have been given the
honor and privilege of being allowed to do their practice teaching in THE NOR-
MAL SCHOOL; these are Mrs. Emma Y. Case and Mr. Ishmael Triplett. Mrs
Emma Y. Case is also a member on the Advisory Committee for the Lyceum Pro-
gram.
The following members of the class are taking an active part in the work of
the "Little Theater Club": Yirginia Routt, Judson Harmon, John H. Jennings
and Sara Arbuckle.
The class boasts of three very efficient members on The Eastern Progress Staff.
These are: Claud M. Hood, Business Manager; John H. Jennings, Assistant
Business Manager; and Sara Arbuckle, Alumni Reporter.
We still sail steadily onward toward our Senior year. Our wish is that we





Again has come the blossom-laden May,
Our Alma Mater's doors are opened wide.
The teachers come to graduate today
With mingled thoughts of sadness and of pride.
The tangled threads of human life unwind,
The hour has come when schooltime friends must part,
Responsive to a cry whose echoes rind
Some answering chord in ever) - human heart.
The call of childhood's softly pleading tones,
Who answers this becomes as truly great
As he who rises by a nation's moans
To seize the reins of government and state.
Yon mighty chief whose mangled country bleeds,
Whose voice shakes empires with its words of might.
Is he aught greater than the one who heeds
The plea of ignorance groping for the light ?
There is regret for scenes beloved so long.
To which the graduate must say farewell.
Oft in the future some old college song
Will rouse a yearning that we cannot tell.
Often a glimpse of some remembered face
Will call back memories of days gone by.
And yet when duty calls us to our place,
We dare not pause to hesitate or sigh.
We see the need in all the world's unrest
To train a citizenry true and bold;
So forth we go in answer to that quest
As fared the heroes in the days of old.
Is it a thought of such vain idleness
To dream that old ghosts hover near today
And dim from out the dust of centuries
The shadows of the great ones lean to say:
"Start bravely forth upon your kingly reign,
Lords of the kindly heart and gentle word,
And where our weary armies strove in vain,
Accomplish with the plowshare beaten sword.
Tread now the paths that open with this hour,
Go, face the future with unflinching eyes!
Oh, teachers, in your hands there lies the power
To bid a mighty nation fall or rise!"
-Ethel Owens
Thirl v-six







Editor-in-Chief of the Milestone, Horace Mann
Literary Society. Madrical Club, Upper Grade Teach-








Primary Club, Eastern "Progress" Staff, Canter-
bury Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Sally is a charming dancer,
Sweet and jolly and kind,
With lasting popularity.




"Very bright and lively,
A good-looking brunette;
Entertaining, jovial.





"Sober, quiet, pensive, and demure,




Neon Krvpton Literary Society. Madrigal Club,
Treasurer of Diploma Class, Primary Club, Horace
Mann Literary Society, Y. W. C. A.
"So quiet, so pious, mild and meek,










Upper Grade Teachers Council, Y. W. C. A.
"Her soul shines forth from her glorious eyes.




Horace Mann Literary Society, Primarv Club,
Canterbury Club, Madrigal Club, Y. W. C. A.




Canterbury Club, Orchestra, Upper Grade Teach-
ers Council, Y. W. C. A.




Cynthian Literary Society, Primary Club, Y.W.C.A.
"Calm, cool, and collective.




Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.




Cynthian Literary Society, Men's Club, Horace
Mann Literary Society.







"Girl of the bright brown eyes.
Always witty, sweet, and wise,
Truthful, steadfast, winsome, cay,




Upper Grade Teachers Council, Horace Mann
Literary Society, Y. W. C. A.
"An earnest, faithful student of whom it may be said,




Primary Club, Horace Mann Literary Society. Y.
W. C. A.
"A maid at peace with all below,




Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.




Class Basket Ball, Upper Grade Teachers Council,
Y. W. C. A.





President of Men's Club, Horace Mann Literary
Society, Neon Krypton Literary Society. Henry Clay
Debating Club. Glee Club.
"I believe when you have a thing to do, that you





Horace Mann Literary Society, Madrigal Club,
Cheer Leader of Diploma Class, Primary Club, Y.
W. C. A.




Little Theatre Club. Upper Grade Teachers Council.





Canterbury Club, Carpedium Society, Upper Grade
Teachers Council, Horace Mann Literarv Societv,
Y. W. C. A.
"Distinguished and eccentric.
The most unusual nirl in school;
Literary and widely read.




Madi igal Club, Upper Grade Teachers Council
,
Canterbury Club, Y. W. C. A.





Horace Mann Literary Society, Glee Club, Secretary
of Men's Club. Upper Grade Teachers Council, Little
Theatre Club.











Horace Mann Literary Society, Madrigal Club,
Y. W. C. A.
"A smile for all, a welcome glad,




Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club,
Y. W. C. A.
"Happy am I, from care I'm free,




Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club, Y-
W. C. A.
"The soul occupied with great ideas








Upper tirade Teachers Council, Y. W. C. A,











Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.




Horace Mann Literary Society, Primarv Club. Y.
W. C. A.
"Because I would live quietly in the world, I hear,




Varsity Basket Ball, Madrigal Club, Horace Mann
Literary Society, Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Always gentle, good, and true.








Madrigal Club. Y. W. C. A.







Horace Mann Literary Society, Upper Grade Teach-
ers' Council. Baseball. Glee Club.








Madrigal Club, Neon Krypton Literary Society,
Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club, Y.
W. C. A.
"Tall and stately like a queen,









Canterbury Club, Madrigal Club, Upper Grade
Teachers Council, Y. W. C. A.






Vice President of Diploma Class, Horace Mann
Literary Society, Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"One hour a day to study,
One hour in which to eat,
Two hours to think how tired I am,




Little Theatre Club, Canterbury Club, Horace Mann
Literary Societv, Upper Grade Teacher:. Council,
Y. W. C. A.
"Ever willing to give a command,




Roark Literary Society. Horace Mann Literary
Society, Neon Krypton Literary Society, Men's Cub.
"Long and lean, and lank and thin,
Like one of Satan's cherubims.
"
Forty-four
MRS. EDITH JEANNE BURNS
"Cricket"
Richmond, Kv.
Little Theatre Club, Upper Grade Teachers Coun-
"The true, strong, and sound mind is the mind
that can embrace equally great things and small."
ELIZA SCOTT CRUTCH KR
"Scottie"
Nicholasville, Ky.
Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Eliza is a charming girl,
Rather quiet and reserved;
A student who has really worked.




Y. W. C. A.
"Chemistry's her specialty,
The " Lab's" her second home.
About this fascinating place




Primary Club, Periclesian Society, Y. W. C. A.
"Quaintness adds a pleasant touch,










President of Horace Mann Literary Society, Upper
Grade Teachers Council, Basket Ball, Baseball, Or-
chestra, Advertising Manager of the Milestone.
















Primary Club. Y. W. C. A.




President of Canterbury Club. Horace Mann Liter-
ary Society, Cvnthian Society, Upper Grade Teachers
Council. Y. W. C. A.




Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Of soul sincere.





Excelsior Literary Society, Upper Grade Teache
Council, President of Agriculture Club.
'







Washingtonian Society. Y. W. C. A.




Primary Club, Washingtonian Society, Y. W. C. A-




Primary Cub. V. W. C. A.




Excelsior Literary Society, Primary Club. Y. W. C. A.
"Happy, thoughtful, kind, and true,




Horace Mann Literary Society.




Roark Literary Society, Horace Mann Literary
Society. Neon Krypton Literary Society, ex-President
of Men's Club, Glee Club, Progress Staff.







Canterbury Club, Horace Mann Literary Society,
Upper Grade Teachers Council, Y. W. C. A.




Primary Club. Y. W. C. A.
"The force of her own merit makes her way.
HAZEL F1NCEL
" Del Monte "
Frankfort, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society, Primarv Club,
Y. W. C. A.




Neon Krypton Literary Society, Washim-.tonian
Society, Upper Grade Teachers Council, Y. W. C. A.
"As busy as can be and studious, too,




Horace Mann Literary Society.
"A believer in the saying, 'Be sure you are right.




Little Theatre Club, Neon Krypton Literary So-
ciety, Class Basket Ball, Baseball.
"Though men have died of overwork.







Eastern Progress Staff, Primary Club, Horace
Mann Literary Society, President of Little Theatre
Club, Y. W. C. A.






Canterbury Club, Horace Mann Liteiarv Society
Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.




Little Theatre Club, History Club. Upper Grade
Teachers Council, Horace Mann Literary Society.
'
' There was a soft and pensive grace,




Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club,
Joke Editor of the Milestone, Y. W. C. A.
"Mirthful Faye is certain to win




Horace Mann Literary Society, Tennis Tourna-
ment '22, ex-Secretarv of Diploma Class, Basket Ball.
Prog-ess Staff, Y. W. C. A.
"As brimful of mischief, wit, and glee





Little Theatre Club, Progress Staff, Associate
Editor of the Milestone.










Horace Mann Literary Society, Madrigal Club
Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"A smile for all, a greeting glad,




Horace Mann Literary Society. Upper Grade
Teachers Council, Neon Krypton Literary Society,
Open Forum, Y. W. C. A.




Madrigal Club, Horace Mann Literarv Society
Orchestra, Y. W. C. A.









Men's Club, Horace Mann Literary Society, Henrv
Clay Debating Club, Glee Club.
"A great man is made up of qualities that meet





Neon Krvpton Literary Society, Upper tirade Teach-
ers Council, Y. W. C. A.
" Rae is quiet and dignified,
A pretty blue-eyed blonde;
Lovable and capable.










Secretary of Diploma Class, Upper Grade Teachers
Council.
"A pleasant word, a cheery smile.




Neon Krypton Literary Society, Horace Mann
Literarv Society, Upper Grade Teachers Council,
Y. W. C. A.




" He is neither too ambitious nor inclined to be lazy,





Little Theatre Club, Class Basket Ball, Men's
Club, Horace Mann Literary Society, Neon Krypton
Literary Society, Orchestra.





Horace Mann Literary Society, Upper Grade Teach-
eis Council, Y. W. C. A.
"A sweet and noble t/irl is she,




Horace Mann Literary Society, Madrigal Club,
Upper Grade Teachers Council, Y. W. C. A.




Secretary of Little Theatre Club, Horace Mann
Literary Society. Canterbury Club, Primary Club,
Snapshot Editor of the Milestone, Y. W. C. A.





Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club.





Little Theatre Club, Canterbury Club, Men's Club.
Business Manager of the Milestone.
" Dorland is a lovin', witty boy.
With eyes and hair that're light;
He doesn't take life seriously.





President of Diploma Class, Neon Krypton Literary
Society, Horace Mann Literary Society.











Primary Club, Excelsior Society.






Y. W. C. A.





" Little and cute and clever.
And most decidedly swee't;
With a million other attributes.




Madrigal Club. L/pper Grade Teachers Council,
Horace Mann Literary Society, Eastern Progress
Staff, Y. W. C. A.
"A shy, demure young persor.
With a quiet, mouse-like air;
L^nless you hear her name called.




Little Theatre Club, Open Forum, Men's Club,
Periclesian Literary Society, Ex-President of Horace
Mann Literary Society, Progress Staff.
"With his real sharp tongue and his ready wit.





President of Y. W. C. A., Neon Krypton Literary
Society, Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club.
"True goodness shines most when no eyes except





Horace Mann Literary Society, Primary Club, Y.
W. C. A










Primary Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Conscientious in her work,
Retiring, neat, refined;
She does her best at everything,





Madrigal Club, Class Basket Ball, Primary Club
Y. VV. C. A.
"Happy-go-lucky, fair, and free,




"Rest well with doing well, and leave others to talk





Class Basket Ball. Y. W. C. A.
"This girl, they say, loves two at once,
But never the same one twice;
She has blue eyes and light brown hair,




Y. W. C. A.




Horace Mann Literary Society, Canterbury Club.
Y. W. C. A.






Washingtonian Society, Y. W. C. A.





President of Primary Club, Neon Krypton Literary
Society, Y. W. C. A.
"It's the song that you sing and the smile that you wear




Horace Mann Literary Society, Men's Club, Wash-
ingtonian Society.






'A quiet tongue shows a wi"=e head.
ELIZABETH Le COMPTE TOBIN
"Tobin"
Harrodsburg, Ky.
Madrigal Club, Horace Mann Lit-
erary So.-iety, Y. W. C. A.
"Life's a jest, and all things show it.




Y. W. C. A.




Y. W. C. A.
"Here's a girl of spirit, and we'll





Bom, Nov. >.. 1905, Died, Dec. 6 1924
Fifty-seven
The Diploma Class of '25
Every class leaves behind some imperishable record of service and accomplish-
ment, some tradition of ideals and leadership—sole measure of its worth. For
many of us the dip'oma year marks the end of the school journey; to others it
is the half-way mark on the road. Let us pause, then, before we go and con-
sider our record.
In September 1923, the largest class in the history of Eastern began its ex-
istence as the class of '25. From the first it was essentially a class of service
—
from it was drawn the majority of the football squad, half the basket ball squad,
over half the track squad, and nearly all of the baseball squad—from it was drawn
the membership of the largest literary and debating societies on the campus
from it was drawn members of the Progres Staff and important school commit-
tees—in all school organizations were found Juniors serving and developing Eastern.
In 1924 re-organization of the school under Senior college classifications changed
the name of the class of '25 from Seniors to Sophomores, but it did not decrease
its power and willingness to serve. Again it assumed its self-imposed task of
supplying capable leaders and workers for educational, social, and athletic serv-
ice, adding to its duties the publication of the Milestone.
This idea of service resulted inevitably in accomplishment. In 1924 it won
the boys' and girls' basket ball tourneys, the baseball tourney, and the annual
track meet; in 1925 it won the first basket ball tourney. In its fine work in lit-
erary and social organizations, inspiration was found for the establishment of
many new organizations in the current year. However, its finest accomplish-
ment is its whole-hearted co-operation in every school activity.
The class of '25 had its ideals. Out to win always, it fought clean and hard.
When it lost, it lost without excuse or alibi. It asked for neither preference or
handicap. It desired to be judged on merit alone. Again service appears as
its greatest ideal.
Time rolls on. Some of them go out to carry its ideals and accomplishments
into the field of education; some will return to carry on its ideals through college,
but wherever you find them, expect to find loyalty, honesty, co-operation, and













Adams, Dora May Broughton, Opal
Allen, Mildred Brock, Gladys
Alford, Bernard Brooking, Sallie
Alexander, Clara Mae Brown, Elsie
Alexander, Raymond Brown, Emil
Adams, Eldred Broyles, Lucille
Antrobus, Katherine Bryant, Mrs. Dora
Arnold, Dorothy M. Bryant, Elizabeth
Arnold, Eleanor Bryant, Lorena
Arnold, Pauline Buckley, Eleanor
Ash, Collis Bush, Sallie
Auzier, Sara E. Bushman, Marie
Bailey, Christine Butler, Leanor
Banks, Edgar Campbell, Ida Lee
Barrier, Eula Campbell, ( )wen
Baxter, Jesse T. Catron, G. T.
Beattv, Betty Caudill, Estill
Bell, Ruth Chambers, Daisy
Blanton, Helen Chipman, Lutie M.
Bowling, D. H. Chowning, Vivian
Bogie, Frances Chestnut, Ethel
Bourne, Christine Clark, Hazel
Boggs, Alma Clark, Rena
Bowman, Jennie Claxton, Hazel
Bowman, Alice Coates, Henry
Brandenburg, Lillian Cole, Daisy
Brewer, Bessie Collins, Pauline
Britton, Sallie Cooper, Amelia
Ci deman, Grant
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Farley, Mrs. Kentucky Hendricks, Dewey Little, Sylvester
Flege, Louise Herd, Alma Lorance, Buddie Lee
Floyd, Loine Higgins, Edgar T. Logan, Mary Lou
Floyd, Lucile Hill, Lucile Lunsford, Johnnie
Fields, Nannie C. Hill, Gladys Lunsford, Mrs. Selby
Fowler, Evelyn Howard, Ravmond Lykins, Beulah
Galbraith, Shirley
Gamblin, Lula
Hollifield, Edith Maddos, Alma
Hornsby, Lloyd Maddox, Noemi
Gaines, Mary Horton,' Ruth Mainhart, Donald
Gillespie, Emma Huff, Alberta Martin, Estella
Gee, Alma Huffman, Lucile Martin, Nellie
Gex, Marian Humphrey, Clyde Manby, Mary V.
Gilmore, Dorothy Jackson, Bertha M. Mauney, Goldie
Gibson, Ray Jackson, Hazel Maupin, Audrey
Gibbs, Eloise Jasper, Katherine Maupin, Martha
Gilbert, Gertrude Jennings, Edythe May, L. H.
Goodloe, John Jett. Paul May, Sweet
Gott, Leona
Green, Cyrus
Johnson, Lillian McCord, Mary K.
Jones, Earle D. McBrayer, Dorothv
Grimes, Irene Jones, Fairy B. McCaulev, Edith
Graves, Helen Jones, John S. McDaniel, Roy
Hale, Minnie L. Johnson, Morgan McDonald, Gladys
Hall. Hasadore Johnston, Martha McDougle, Marian E.
Hall, Herman Keith, Mvrtle McGill, Markley
Hall, Nell Kelly. Harold McKinney, Elva
Hall, W. B. Kennedy, Grace McLonev, Margaret
Hacker, Henry Kenney, Mary K. McMahan, Carrie Bell
Hammack, Jessie M. Kirtley, Lucy Pearl McMurehy, Lelia
Hamilton, Ruth King, Elizabeth McMurty, Nancy
Hanks, Beulah King, Joe McWilliams, Margaret
Hatfield, Edna Knarr, Ruth Meeks, Anne Collins
Hatter, Florence Lane, Edna Mills, Norean
Hawkins, Rose Lanter, Lucile Minter, Anna L.
Hayes, Agnes Lancaster, Goldia Moores, Walter W.
Harris, Martha Law, Alice Moore, Nettie
Harkleroad, Katherine Lawrence, Kathleen Moberley, Earle
Harmond, Kathleen Lair, Ruby Moberley, Jesse
Head, Ben Leonard, Beatrice Morgan, L. Katherine
Herald, K. M. Lewis, Bryan Morgan, Ollie























































































































































































































































































The Normal Sophomore Class
The Normal Sophomore Class, as usual, is one of the smallest classes in Eastern.
However, there is a vast quantity and a quality of talent, leadership, and determi-
nation within the class that causes it to win in many of the various contests held
during each school year. There is a certain spirit about its members which makes
the class interesting and outstanding.
With a few exceptions, every girl in class reported for the basket ball team,
which played in the inter-class tournament. All of the boys practiced faithfully
for the tournament. The Normal Sophomores had the largest squads of any
of the classes, and were victorious over the other normal class teams.
The members of our class are outstanding in almost every activity in school.
This applies not only to athletics, but to oratory, debate, social activities, and
social work.
We hope that every September will find a splendid band of young men and
women in the Normal Sophomore Class at Eastern. Too much praise cannot
be given to the loyal and ambitious class officers and to the individual members
of the class for their enthusiastic responses when placed upon programs.
Seventy-one
"The Normal Freshies'
The youngest but not the least important of Eastern's classes makes its bow to
you. Our roll numbers one hundred eighty-six, and though we have but one year's
experience, our members have contributed to the athletic life of Eastern, and to
other school activities.
Our advisor, Mr. Burns, has been most helpful and we feel that much of the
credit of our success is due to him, and to our efficient officers, as well as to the en-
thusiasm of each member of our class. Our president, Mr. Delmer Dalton, is a
talented speaker and has made a thoroughly efficient leader.
We advise you to watch our steps in the future. We are young yet, but if our
past achievements may be taken as an index of our future greatness, we are confident
that our class will be one of the finest that Eastern has ever produced, and that when
the "Freshies" of 1925 grow up and graduate, we shall be able to look back upon a
successful and worth-while record of school activity, of which each one of our mem-






Winning five of eight games played, the Eastern football team of 1924 enjoyed its most suc-
cessful season in recent years. The Maroons again brought to Eastern with ease the cham-
pionship of eastern Kentucky and won the admiration of all those who watched them play by
the fight which they showed even when defeat was staring them in the face. Coach G. N.
Hembree and the entire squad worked together all season in splendid fashion.
As is usually the case, the eleven got away to a slow start. This was caused by the failure
of letter men to return to college, which yearly leaves before Coach Hembree the task of develop-
ing varsity men from green material. He succeeded beyond expectations. Eastern was not in
shape for the opening game at Winchester with Kentucky Wesleyan, but held the Panters to a
27 to score. Wesleyan's team was the best that institution has had for ten or more years.
The following Saturday Eastern jumped over to the winning side by trouncing Cumberland
College 19 to 6 at Richmond. The Maroons were superior throughout and were scored on through
a fluke. The Georgetown Freshmen were next defeated by Eastern by a 13 to score. Scor-
ing almost at will, the Maroon eleven smothered St. Mary's here the next week 49 to 0. With the
best team the Pioneers have had in recent years, Transylvania defeated Eastern at Lexington
56 to 0. A trip to Lincoln Memorial University at Harrogate, Tennessee, resulted in a 13 to 7
defeat for Coach Hembree's men. The Eastern players claimed the L. M. U. held all during
the game and were doing so when the winning touchdown was scored. Eastern outplayed L.
M. U. in the game. Two straight wins closed the season. Morehead Normal drew a 14 to
defeat at Morehead, and Union College a 33 to trouncing at Barbourville in the final game on
Turkey Day.
The splendid record of Eastern is all the more deserving in that only two of the eight games
were played in Richmond.
The Eastern eleven established a reputation everywhere they played as a fighting team com-
posed of gentlemen. After the L. M. U. game, the referee, a Georgetown College man, remarked
that Eastern was the cleanest playing team he had seen in action in a number of years. The
same was true everywhere the Eastern eleven played.
The Captain of the 1924 eleven was William Hyatt, of Springfield, who, although handi-
capped by injuries, played good football at left end. The backfield was probably the best bal-
anced one that Eastern has ever had. Stone at quarter, Clouse at full, and Moberly and Ste-
vens, halves, worked well together. Alexander and Mainous divided time at right end, both
playing steady games. In the line the work of Ballard Lu,xon was outstanding. John Ault
played the other tackle, Triplett and Skaggs, guards, and Alford, center. Eastern presented
a well-balanced team which gave good account of itself on the gridiron.
Coach G. N. Hembree is due a great deal of credit for the success of the Eastern eleven. He
tackled a big job in playing most of his games away from home with such a sprinkling of veteran
players. He met the task, as the results show.
Prospects for a better eleven in 1925 are good. Only four or five letter men and one or two
regulars are expected to be missing when the work starts next fall. Now that Eastern is a four-
year college, which will keep students here longer, the football team is expected to be strengthened
by more letter men each season. The results of the 1924 season are as follows:
Eastern Ky. Wesleyan 27
Eastern 19 Cumberland 6
Eastern 13 Georgetown Frosh.










G. X. Hembree, Coach
Coach Hembree is probably due more credit for the success of the Eastern
eleven than any other one person. Himself a former grid star here, makes
him all the more interested in the team. For the past few years he has brought
out and developed many capable players for Eastern. His work <s all the harder
in that so many who come out for the Maroon eleven have not had any previous
football experience. Considering the problems with which he has to deal, his work
here has been wonderful.
William Hyatt, Left End, Captain
"Bill" deserves much credit for
He never knew when to stop fighting,
consistent ball all season.
his ability to handle the team on the field.
and although bothered by injuries, he played
Ballard Luxon, Left Tackle
Outstanding in every respect was '' Lucky 's" work at this position. His work
was just as brilliant against the harder teams. "Transy" could nof stop his
vicious tackling which every game meant some enemy back-spilled more than
once ten or twenty yards behind the line of scrimmage.
Hexry Triplett, Left Guard
"Trip," as he is better known, is a comer. He learned football at Eastern,
and was a power in the line in the latter games of the year. He is a natural-born
football player, from whom much is expected next season.
Bernard Alford, Center
Out of the game for two years, this Harrodsburg boy made a wonderful come-
back. He played at center for the first time this season and was an accurate
passer as well as a fighter on the offense and defense.
Seventy-five
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Martin Skaggs, Right Guard
Skaggs is another who learned football at Eastern. If as much improvement
is made by him next season as the one past, he will be ready for anybody's team.
His bulky form should make him a power next season.
John Atlt, Right Tackle
John was always ready to put up his best game anywhere he was played, al-
though tackle was his most prominent role. His offensive ability stood out in
his work. He is another comer whose career is still before him.
Clayton Mainous, Right End
For several seasons Mainous has played consistent football at Eastern. This
year he shifted from half to end, where he continued his great playing. He is a
steady player who never shows signs of quitting.
Talton Stone, Quarterback
As a field general this Richmond lad has stood out for three seasons. Ability
to find holes with speed which sends him through for ten or fifteen yards is his.
At receiving or tossing passes, he is a terror.
Shirley Clocse, Fullback
A triple treat man is this lad. His punting, passing, and running are extra-
ordinary. He was Eastern's best bet through the line, playing better as the
season progressed. As a drop and place kicker, he had no peer at Eastern.
Seventy-six
Jesse Moberly, Halfback
Jesse is a deadly tackier and one whom it takes two men to stop when he hits
the line or circles the ends. It was his first year at Eastern and a brilliant start
of a college career.
William Stevens, Halfback
The last of Eastern's "four horsemen" is Bill Stevens, probably the fastest.
His ninety-five-yard run from a kick-off at L. M. U. was a feature. An excep-
tionally hard man to tackle, he stood out at running the ends.
Henry Hacker, Substitute Quarterback
This fighter has the distinction of being the lightest man on the squad, weigh-
ing only a little more than a hundred pounds. Still, his cool head, punch and sheer
football ability won him much praise.
William Tittle, Substitute Tackle
Bill made his letter by playing, which made it hard to keep him off the varsity.
A sure tackier in the line, and ability to get the jump on his opponent on the offense
were his chief assets.
Russell Alexander, E>id
The best game Alex played was at Union College. He showed steady improve-
ment as the season progressed, and was really a valuable player. At snagging
passes he stood out.
Seventy-seven
Joe Gay
Considering that it was his first year at football, Joe played well. His huge
bulk will make him a star when he learns more about the game. He is good-
natured and takes the hard knocks with a smile.
Roy Cosby
"Josh" is a football player by nature and all that kept him off the team was
inexperience. He learned a lot during the season and it should be hard to keep
him on the bench in the future. He is a hard tackier and runs low and swift.
Allixgtox Crace
Another student of football at Eastern is this chap, who took to it as a duck to
the water. He is a consistent worker and a little more seasoning will make a
dependable lineman out of him
Beverage Dyer
This lad is among those who gained their football experience at Eastern. He
entered the game this season for the first time, but promises to develop into a real
player.
( )rville Swearengen
Another one from the beginners' class. He showed up well in his first attempts
at football. He took part in several games and did some creditable work.
Seventy-eight
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The 192.5 1 asket ball season of the Eastern girls' team was probably the most successful
which the Maroon and White clad girls have ever had. Although three games were lost of the
thirteen played, the Eastern co-eds have a record which surpasses that of any college or uni-
versity in the state. The state championship, which they claim, is rightly theirs and has been
conceded to them.
All three of the teams, Western Teachers' College, Georgetown and Kentucky Wesleyan,
which defeated Eastern, were beaten in return engagements. Both games with Transylvania
went to the Eastern girls. This team twice beat both Georgetown and Kentucky Wesleyan.
During the entire season the Eastern co-eds ran up a total of 259 to their opponents' 130,
lacking but a single point to double the score on their year's opposition. This is quite a record.
The leading scorer for Eastern was Miss Kathleen Harmon, better known as" Johnnie, " who was
captain of the quintet. She ran up a total of 100 points for the year, with Miss Leanor Butler
second with 81 points. Miss Edna Hatfield, the other forward with Miss Harmon, scored 41
points for the year. Miss Eleanor Arnold, although able to play in but three games, ran up a
total of 25 points.
All season the defense of the Eastern team was quite brilliant. Miss Goldie Mauney stood
out in this respect at guard, with the work of Miss Jennie Witham not far behind. Both of these
girls won the praise of all the tritics who saw them in action. Miss Butler, at center, also as-
sisted much in the guarding. This season the Eastern girls played by modified boys' rules, which
called for a two division court. Miss Butler, as center, was the only player allowed to run the
entire court. She played equally as well on both offense and defense.
Three of the Eastern players, Misses Harmon, Butler and Mauney, won. all-state positions
through" their season's efforts. They were selected by the Lexington Herald editor of sports, as
well as Coach G. N. Hembree, of Eastern, and numerous coaches of central Kentucky. They
justly deserve the honor accorded them.
Much more credit is due the 1925 team, and Coach Hembree for the fact that not a member
of the 1924 championship team returned to school or played on the squad this season. The
regular five was an entirely new aggregation which showed marked improvement in the clos-
ing weeks of the season. For three seasons Eastern's girls have been in the running for the
state championship, but captured it for the first time this year. They met every team of any
consequence in Kentucky, with the exception of the University of Louisville, which was defeated
by both "Transy" and Wesleyan. Eastern's total of thirteen games played surpassed the total
of any other team. Besides their wins over Western, Georgetown, Kentucky Wesleyan and
their two over Transylvania, the Eastern eo-eds defeated Hamilton College twice, Union College
twice and Cumberland in the only game played with that five.
The improved playing of the Eastern five in the closing weeks of the campaign is due to the
untiring efforts of Coach Hembree, who developed a state championsliip team without a regular
from the season of 1924. He worked with the team hard from the very start, and brought it
up to championship calibre. Miss Ruth Perry, head of the physical education department for
women, did valuable work in training the girls.
Much is expected of the 1926 Eastern co-ed team, since four of this year's quintet were Fresh-
men. The Eastern co-eds have won a place at the top of the college teams of the state which
they bid fair to hold. The fans are predicting another great season for them next year. The































Although the Eastern boys' basket ball team was able to win but five of the eighteen games
played, they showed flashes of form and fight which really did credit to their work. Struggling
against several bad breaks during the year, the male five was able to give several brilliant exhibi-
tions.
The type of teams which the Eastern five took on this year were much stronger than in the
past. For the most part of the season the Eastern five was pitted against older, heavier and more
experienced players. The team was composed of two boys in high school, one Freshman and two
Sophomores. The style of play used by the Eastern boys was much superior to that in the
past and, with seasoning given the squad this season, should be able to help a lot toward a winning
(cam in the 1920 season. Then, too, the fact that Eastern has become a four-year college should
help much, since the members of the basket ball squad will remain in school for longer periods
of time.
Kelly Hampton, center, and Beckam Combs, guard, both of whom played regular, did not
arrive at Eastern until the end of the first semester and thus missed five games. Captain
Marshall Hurst was out of several on account of illness, which also caused Earle Jones to miss
games.
A number of games which were lost by the Eastern boys went by close scores. It was char-
acteristic of the Eastern games to be close in the first part with experience and weight telling
on the Maroons in the last stages of the game. The total points scored in the eighteen games
by Eastern readied 463, while their opponents counted 636. This is not half bad for a team
which lost thirteen of eighteen games played.
The leading scorer was Talton Stone, assistant captain, who rolled up a total of 171 points.
Kelly Hampton, center, made 121, while Jones, playing at forward most of the season, counted
S3 points. Clouse, at center, forward and guard, scored 52 points; Higgins counted 29; Captain
Hurst 5; Hensley 1 and Mainous 0. The bulk of the guarding was done by Captain Hurst and
Combs. Mainous played in a number of games at guard, while the others who took part in
games were Hensley, Mills, Head, Mainhart, Swearington, Triplett and Wicker.
A class tournament, to which varsity men were eligible, was held in December and no varsity
practice during that month. With only a week's practice, Eastern tackled the strong Paris Ath-
letic Club on Jan. 10, and after leading at the half 16 to 14, was defeated 44 to 24. Next Eastern
held Berea, who did not lose a game in Kentucky and claimed the state championship, to a 38
to 25 win. The Western game was next lost 30 to 19, but Cumberland lost here 41 to 32. An
outstanding victory for Eastern was one over Transylvania by a 29 to 28 score. Morris Har-
vey College, of Barbourville, W. Va., lost the next game here 32 to 25. Eastern played brilliant-
ly tn win from Union College 31 to 21 at Barbourville and put up a great fight against Wesleyan,
only to lose 40 to 32. Lincoln Memorial University nosed Eastern out by four points in the next
game, with the Maroons going rotten. The last part of the season saw Eastern play rather list-
less ball, with a flash of form against Marshall which died in the early stages of the game.
Eight letters were awarded to players, who were Captain Hurst, Stone, Hampton, Jones,
Combs, Clouse, Higgins and Mainous.
Coach G. N. Hembree put in hours of work with the team and it seemed at times like it had a
real combination only to be turned back by some trick of fate. He built for the future this season,
and may have to again in 1926, but at any rate is making it possible for Eastern to have a win









































The 1924 baseball season at Eastern was quite a success, with the varsity win-
ning seven games and losing but three. Among the victims of the Eastern team
was Kentucky Wesleyan, ancient rival, who lost here 3 to 2 after handing the
famous Notre Dame nine a defeat by a similar score.
Eastern started the season with six straight wins, playing unbeatable baseball.
This winning streak was stopped by Lincoln Memorial University, which an-
nexed two games from Coach Hembree's men on successive days at Harrogate,
Tennessee, each by a one-run margin. A double-header here Saturday, May 16,
closed the season for Eastern. The first game was annexed from Morehead Normal,
5 to 0, but this wore the Maroon nine down so that they were defeated 6 to 1 by
the University of Kentucky Freshmen in the second game.
The opening game on April 5 was a victory over the Sue Bennett Memorial
School nine, 7 to 4, in which Hayes turned in his first win. The State Freshmen
were next defeated by a count of 11 to 9. John Dooley twirled Eastern to a 4 to
3 victory over Sue Bennett at London and Hayes held Kentucky Wesleyan to
three hits in order to capture that game 3 to 2. Cumberland was easily defeated
14 to 7. Coach Hembree took his charges to Morehead, where that new normal
school was beaten 13 to 3. Then came the two defeats at Harrogate, Tennessee,
which were to the tune of 4 to 3 and 9 to 8.
The" final double-header saw Hayes shut out Morehead with but four hits
and Chancellor hold the Eastern batsmen to two bingles, both in the ninth inning,
to win for the State Frosh 6 to 1. Two days later Hayes underwent an operation
for appendicitis.
His twirling was a feature all season, with that of John Dooley not far behind.
Barnett Fox was captain of the team and proved to be one of the best catchers
Eastern has ever produced. His hitting was also consistent. Word held down
first; Joe Gay, second; Alf Douglas, short; and Clayton Mainous, third. The
outfielders were Mayo, Stone, Gregory, Williams and Milton. Mathis did some
catching, while some of the other utility players were Hampton, Kidd, Sewell,
C. Mainous and Martin.
Prospects for the 1925 season are bright. Hayes, Dooley and Stevens, all
former star twirlers at Eastern, are back in college. A wealth of material is on
hand with which Coach Hembree has to work. Numerous letter men will appear




Eastern. . 3 Kentucky Wesleyan 2
Eastern 7 Sue Bennett Mem'] 4
Eastern . 1 1 Slate Freshmen. ... 9
Eastern 4 Sue Bennett Mem'l 3
Eastern... 14 Cumberland College 7
Eastern 13 Morehead Normal . . 3
Eastern.. . 3 L. M. U 4
Eastern... .8 L. M. U 9
Eastern 5 Morehead Normal . .











Handicapped by new conditions arising from the reorganization of the school into
a senior college, the Milestone staff has attempted to publish not a literary epic,
but a straightforward record of the year as a reminder of college activities and de-
velopment.
While all the staff has worked hard to make this volume a success, it would
feel itself ungrateful were it not to acknowledge the splendid work and untiring




James V. Wert Associate Editor
Mrs. C. Lusby Talbot Literary Editor
Lenabel Winchester Art Editor
J. Dorland Coates Business Manager
Jennings F. Mills _ Advertising Manager
Katharine Yeager Snapshot Editor
Bernard Alford Snapshot Editor
Fayette Laws Joke Editor
Clayton G. Mainous .Sports Editor




The Eastern Progress Staff
Editor-in-chief Edgar T. Higgins
Associate Editor Mrs. C. L. Talbott
Associate Editor Marion" Webber
News Editor (first semester) Robert Sharon
News Editor (second semester) James Wert
Joke Editor (first semester) Phoebe Lutes
Joke Editor (second semester) Martha Johnston
Alumni Reporter Sarah Arbuckle
Sports Editor Dess Nicely
Business Manager CM. Hood
Assistant Business Manager John Jennings
Advertising Manager Roscoe Dalton
Assistant Advertising Manager William Hyatt
Exchange Editor William Stevens
Reporters
W. B. Walker, J. Duncan Goodloe, Sallie Hensley, Nancy Mae Elliott. Harney








Horace Mann Literary Society
It is a well-known fact that training of a literary type serves any ambitious young
man or woman in a great capacity. In the past the Horace Mann Literary Society
was the only organization in the college department offering this type of .training.
However with the opening of the second semester a new society was organized, which
bids fair to offer our society some rather interesting competition.
The chief purpose of the Horace Mann Literary Society is to give to its members
such training in the development of any talents they may possess as will enable them
to be of much greater service in whatever community they may pitch their tents.
First Semester
Roscoe Dalton





















































































Faculty Advisor Hambleton Tapp
President Herbert H. Jones
Vice President Ira Bell
Secretary Mildred Redding
Pianist Isabelle Redwine
Song Leader Inez Nickell
Sergeant-At-Arms Roy Cosby
[Evelyn Ellison





















































Y. W. C. A. Officers
Stella Ward President
Hettie Prater Vice President
Abbye Lutes Secretary
Marian Webber Treasurer





First Semester Second Semester
John H. Jennings President William S. Gilbert
Robert Sharon Secretary Joe King
No organization on the campus has done more than has the Men's Club toward training
the men of the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College for leadership.
In the short period of four years many members of this splendid body have graduated from
Eastern, and entered the teacher's profession, accepting the most responsible positions as super-
intendents, principals and teachers within the borders of our great commonwealth. The future
of this magnificent organization is bright and promising, and no one acquainted with its activi-
ties will be surprised at any time to hear of someone trained by the Men's Club stepping into
the highest positions offered in the state, since these men are all select, of high honor and integrity,
also of undoubted character, and courage unequaled by any. These facts are proven by the
history of the club, since many programs rendered in times past have demonstrated fully these
high standards as well as the conduct of each individual. Much of the unparalleled success is
due to our worthy and beloved Faculty Advisor, Professor G. D. Smith, who has been faithful




John Orr Stewart, Jr., Director
Ollie Morgan, President
Sarah May Pettus, Secretary




































"The Spirit of the Little Theatre"
"I am the Little Theatre. Representation of life itself am I. With the aid
of my mimetic art, Humanity sees itself reflected on the stage in all its many
changing moods—grave and gay.
"I am the Little Theatre. Delicately, yet truly, I probe the hearts of men,
portraying each according to his measure. Remorselessly holding the mirror
up to Nature, I deride Society's follies, castigate its vices, extol its virtues. I
trade in every human emotion. I create the laugh and the tear.
"] am the Little Theatre. All the machinations of unscrupulous ambition,
implacable hatred, brutality, cruelty, avarice, vengeance—every wrong man can
do his fellow—all these I show. The youth's tender wooing, the wife's troubled
happiness, the adventuress' wiles, the poignancy of grief, the greed for gold, the
craving for power—these arc my themes The curses of the gambler and drunk-
ard, the whisperings of the criminal and insane, the workings of the agonized con-
science—all this do I depict side by side with the white flame of pure love, the
sanctity of the home, the chastity of woman, the glory of motherhood, the virility
of the statesman, the courage of the soldier, the lofty ideals of true manhood.
"I am the Little Theatre. In me are assembled all the arts—Poetry, Litera-
ture, Oratory, Painting, Sculpture, Music, Dancing. I am the spirit of Comedy,
the glamour of Romance, the veiled figure of Tragedy. I am grim Realism itself.
I visualize the historic past. I make live again the great of other days—Caesar,
Napoleon, Washington, Lincoln, Grant. In Shakespeare's mighty line I reveal
Othello's wrath and Juliet's woe.
"I am the Little Theatre, universal, inspirational—a teacher of all life. All
the world's my stage, all mankind my puppets. My message is human experience.










Myrtle Osborne Vice President
Lillian Marie Thacker Secretary
Mary Dooley Song Leader











































The Agricultural Club, which was organized in February, 1925, is composed
of students who are majoring in agriculture. It is the intention of this organiza-
tion to study some of the more important problems pertaining to the technical
and economic phases of agriculture, and to the teaching of agriculture in the



















Henry Clay Debating Club
First Semester Second Semester
Batson Mills President E. B. Hale
Robert Sharon Vice President Ira bell
Dewey Hendricks Secretary Herbert Jones
Eldred Adams Sergeant-at-arms Otis Amos
Aim: To learn to speak convincingly
Motto: "Be proficient in argumentation"
Colors : Green and Gold
Owing to the increased interest in debating at Eastern, the above named club
was organized, at the beginning of the school year, to satisfy such demands. The
club consists of men who are really interested and who will work. It is a very ex-
clusive organization, being limited to twenty-four members. All prospective mem-
bers must be presented by some charter member of the club, after which they are
initiated and become regular members.
Our purpose is to acquaint ourselves with the leading questions of the day.
Moreover, since Eastern is now a four-year college it is the purpose of the Club to
prepare and arrange for debates with other colleges.
Since debating increases one's ability to speak convincingly, and since it fosters
one's intellectual capacity more than does any other literary endeavor, it is our
intention to limit our work to this and allied fields.
The club has been very successful throughout the school year and is predicting
more successful work in the future.
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Ollie Williams 1 'ice President
Virginia Hutchinson Secretary
H. C. Miracle Treasurer
Estill Martin Sergeant-at-Arms
James Patton Song Leader
Charles Satterfield Cheer Leader
MEMBERS
Amis, Edward Hampton, Kellv C. Moore, George
Back, E. E. Hampton, Mrs' Kelly C. Morgan, Ethel
Bird, Elmer Hurst, Abbie L. Morgan, Myrtle
Brammer, Bessie Johnson Hursel Petrey, Eva
Brown, Claudia Jo Johnson, Nora Rubarts, Dillie
Brown, Heber Lawson, Ollie Skaggs, Luther
Cornett, Lillian Mackey, Virginia Todd, Ethel
Drake, Susan Matherley, Charles S. True, Roy
Draughn, Dorothy Miniard, Arco Williamson, Edna







Eastern Teachers College has the distinctive honor of being the only school in
the state having an Open Forum. This is the only organization on the campus
which has the unique position of having as its membership every student of the
institution.
In June, 1924 at the invitation of Miss Anna A. Schnieb, Misses Elizabeth
North, Lelia McMurchy, Mabel Wasson, and Messrs. Elmer Little, A. B. Mackey,
James Holtzclaw and Davis Fields met to discuss the need of an Open Forum for
Eastern. The suggestion was enthusiastically received and plans were immediately
made to organize. Throughout the summer, speakers of note were brought to the
College to discuss the Bond Issue.
Due to the excellent work of the Committee the Open Forum was reorganized
in the fall of 1925 with the following committee: Elizabeth North, President;
Roscoe Dalton, Vice President; Mrs. C. Lusby Talbott, Secretary and Treasurer;
Mary Floyd, Virginia Routt, Miss Schnieb, Clayton Mainous and E. C. Mullins,
members.
To be brief, the work of the Open Forum has been entirely instructive, really
benefiting every student. The following are some of the activities for which the
Open Forum has been responsible : Noted Speakers, Conducting National Election
on the Campus, Representatives at City Poles, Changing the date for Christmas
Vacation, Educational Program for Student Government, K. E. A. Drive, Procur-
ing Picture Show Machine, Student Loan Fund, Interest in care of the Campus,
Improvement of the Auditorium Stage, and Art Exhibit.
The Board of Regents, President Coates, and members of the Faculty have been






Troops arrive in Richmond
September 22—Large numbers of volunteers arrive for training. (Enrollment)
September 23—New recruits still coming in. John Jennings reviews the line for possihle feminine
victims.
September 24—Commanding Officer, Keith, lets out a roar for "Order in the Halls!" Result
—
silence.
September 24—A few regulars saunter up to patronize the newcomers. Xew recruits arriving
daily.
September W—Captain Zellopher's new "Wave" strikes upon the line of vision. Long may it
wave 1 Xew recruits wonder if the mound on Miss Buchanon's head "is all hers."
September 26—General Coates' eagle eye is much like the Irishman's flea—wherever you think it
ain't
!
September 27—"Tomorrow we shall rest, and faith we shall need it," says Denny.
September 29—Classes. Raw recruits ball up the works. Regulars called out to help restore har-
monv in the ranks.
September 30—The Little Theatre Club gets to work under President Talbott.
October 3!—Captain Stewart and his "Pony Bal'et" welcome the Chapehtes with "Hail! Hail!
The Gang's All Here."
October 2—S:30—History 3a—Keith. Lecture on "How baseball was played at the Arkansas
University in the 20th century."
October 3—Latest information on number of recruits shows -t to 2, in favor of the ladies—600 in
all.
October 6—General Coates announces compulsory Chapel on Monday and Thursday.
October 7—"I want no change in Chapel,
I want it even- day;
But I want to keep my privilege
To come—or stay away."
—
Isabelle Redwine
October S—Roark's Slogan—"Put Horace Mann in the Shade!"
October .9—Geometry I—Bryant. The Good Book says, "Avoid the appearance of evil." Push
your chair farther to the right Mr. Hornsby, buck-cause if you don't, I might think your ex-
amination paper something like that of Mr. Ray.
October 11—Xew recruit—"But how can we have 'rithmetic games when Mr. Caldwell is not
here?"
October 13—Colored gent 'man to Hunkey Elder: "Boss, I sho' got to get dat gal o' mine in a good
humor. Jus' gim'e a pair of dem new red and green socks what de Xormalites is a wearin'.
Dey sut'nly are de snake's hip fur style!"
October 15—It is said that Minerva sprang full-grown from the head of Jupiter. But boy, she had
nothin' on the Open Forum!
October 16—A brand new Ph. D. arrives on the Campus, in the form of Dean Homer E. Cooper,
who fills the place made vacant by the resignation of former Dean Donovan, who goes to Pea-
body Teachers College.
October 17—Rotary and Exchange Clubs put on a " Promote-a-Better-Fee!ing" programme. The
unattached members, "Doug," and "Hunkey," bring down the house. Flappers much excited
over the prospects.
October 20—The U. G. T. C. tells us who they are in Chapel.
October 21— The Progress gets into action, with Editor Higgins, Freshman, at the helm. An hon-
est-to-goodness newspaper man is "Higgie," and big things are expected of The Progress this
year.
October 23—Second try-out for The Little Theatre Club.




November 3—News of the birth of "Eastern Teachers College." Goodbye Normal!
November 4—Open Forum holds election on the Campus. The Bond Issue carried; Stanley won
by a majority: only one vote spoiled in the casting.
November 5—From "Respect to Speakers"—The sixth Commandment: "Honor the lecturer by
listening carefully, for to become a good listener is part of an education." Yea, Verily!
Novembers— L. M. U. 13—Eastern, 7. 'Nuff said.
November 9—The Open Forum members will not soon forget the dinner at Boone Tavern, nor the
pipe organ feast by Secretary H. E. Taylor, of Berea.
November 11—Armistice Day celebrated "on time."
November 15—Eastern, 49; St. Mary's, 0. Some encouragement.
November 1?—Student Government? Yeah, boy, after Mrs. MeVey's talk tonight!
November 1U— Little Theatre gives Thanksgiving programme, which is to be presented later at
the Xewby School.
November :(',—Miss Meyers (in French )—"Please remember, girls, that which holds is masculine,
and that which is held is feminine."
November 24—And the Seniors sang in Chapel, "We are seven."
November 21!— Little 1 heatre Initiation—Mrs. Burns devours nice, wooley worms with great gusto!
Bill Stevens' manly shoulder acts as first aid for Miss Buchanon, who is discovered in a hysteri-
cal condition.
November 27—Ain't we got fun? Turkey an' stuffin' today, and holiday until Monday. Oh you
Open Forum!
December 4
—"Dark Secrets"—Look in Miss Schneib's room.
December 22—Miss Gibson: " But I have no children, and do not need a Christmas Tree.
Clerk: But some mistletoe, lady! Nice mistletoe!"
December 23—Evacuation of camp. Officers on furlough. Troops are demobilized until January 5.
January 5—Advice to Freshmen: Ignore your teacher when she asks you a question. Only the
ill-mannered talk back to their elders.
January 1—Honest-to goodness Schoolmarm: "Well, what is this K. E. A., anyway? 'Nother
high falutin' society, I 'spose!"
January 14—Desha Breckinridge talks to the U. G. T. C. on "Journalism, And Its Opportunities
For Both Men And Women." Virginia Routt decided to change her profession.
January 15—Eastern girls defeat Georgetown 19 to 15 in opening game.
January 19—Paul A. Barnes accepts a position at Akron, Ohio.
January 20—Why does Miss Gibson look so sad?
January 2S—New students rolling in, climbing in, tumbling in, or any old way to get in.
January 30—A 100% K. E. A. membership drive on hand.
March 2—Notice posted of the arrival of "Mrs. Bumpstead Leigh" on March 25. Ask Marion
Webber.
March 4—Surprise C. O. D. packages! Just ask Mr. Tapp.
March 13—Dr. J. C. T. Noe entertains in Chapel, with some of his own poetry.
March 20—"Professor Bryant talks to normal group!" No, no names mentioned.
March 23—Mr. Keith is wagging a brand new, portfolio to classes. It is a gift from his Ashland
students.
March 25—"Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh" lives up to her reputation of a go-getter, and Miss Webber
did splendid work.
March 30—More volunteers arrive. More people stand around tagged with Y. W. C. A., K. E. A.,
X. Y. Z., and so on, just to make things snappy for the old regulars reviewing the line.
March 31—Bill Stevens sells Chapel tickets to newcomers, at bargain prices. Tee! Hee!
April 1—Notice posted, " Better special to K. E. A. will be run." But notice the day of the month,
before taking it for granted.
April 7—Dr. Thomas Alexander, elementary educational director of the Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, New York, was a visitor for several days.
April 13—Professor Foster awarded a year's scholarship, by General Education Board of New
York. Mr. Foster will study at Harvard, at Peabody, and travel in Europe the following
summer.
April 14—Mass meeting of enthusiastic students, headed by Emma Case, and Roscoe Dalton, puts
the K. E. A. membership over the top with 1,000 members for Eastern.
April Id—Eastern defeats Centre College baseball team, 2 to 0.
April 15—Miss Pearl Buchanan's wistful expression, which has troubled some of her students,
need not be interpreted as a recent death in the family. Easter was not Easter to her—there
were no "Bunnies" around.
One Hundred Twelve
April 16—Mid-semester is near. As Sir Walter said to Queen Elizabeth when he spread his coat
in the mud, "Step on it, kid, step on it."
April V—Student body stage a mammoth parade, and cut classes, to celebrate the 1,000 K. E. A,
membership. Biggest thing of its kind ever tried in Richmond.
April SO—Clinton Fugate shattered the Tea-Pot Dome, and therefore, lost the decision of the
judges in the oratorical contest.
April 21—President Keith finds a "prize package" in his car, which delays the start to Louisville.
April 92—Buchanan, Floyd, and Talbot destroy the early peace of the Foster home by starting
to Louisville at 5:50 A. M.
April 23—The K. E. A. in full swing; Bruce Waters and Ed Denny, the sheiks of the crowd, as
usual. Hot weather, a crowded hotel register and ten thousand teachers and schoolmarms
make things interesting from a good many angles.
. I pril .'-',—Miss "Zellopher" gets another "wave." Miss Buehanon attaches a Shriner. Dess Nicely
finds a stamping ground for warm evenings! "The Dear Senator" leaves heaps of messages for
Mary Floyd. Dean Squires discovers all the cozy corners. President Keith shows a heretofore
unnoticed trait of character—DIGNITY, and takes the prize by attending three banquets in
one hour. Doctor Donovan receives a new degree; that of "the simple, little man." The
President does not read a telegram at the banquet. Mrs. Keith learns that a new train has been
put on, "The nine-fifty-five-love."
April 29—All's well that ends well! The Dean reports "Every student conducted himself in a
manner that will bring credit to Eastern."
.1/u.v 8—Freshman-Junior Prom. "Oh! you fine clothes."
.1/uy 9—Gee! ain't nature grand? Cumberland Gap trip.
May 14—May Festival begins by introducing our Madrigal Club.
.1/ay lo—More festival.
May 16—Festival ends. Too bad; no more chances to slip off to town.
-1/uy 19—Progress Banquet. Big times.
May 21—Milestone Banquet. Staff all willing to resign.
May .'.'— President's Reception. Everybody happy!
May 2 .',—Annual sermon.
May 25— Little Theatre Club Banquet. A lot of action, but all at the table
May 26—"The New Poor." Very appropriate.
May 21—The Alumni Banquet.
May 29—"Sheepskins" handed out.









The photographs in this annual
were made by the McGaughey
Studio (official photographs for the
E. K. S. X. S. & T. ('.)
Additional copies from these pic-
tures may lie had at any time, as










CARS • TRUCKS • TRACTORS
We invite inspection of our plant
—
Visit our shop, garage, salesroom.
You will find a welcome.
WE RENDER REAL SERVICE
Ask the student or faculty member who owns a car




Mr. Keith to Elizabeth Tobin
—"Why weren't you in class yesterday?"
Elizabeth
—
"I have an excuse, sir."
Mr. Keith
—
"Yes, I know, I've seen him."
Professor Carter
—"When you examine a dog's lungs under the microscope,
what do you find ?
'
'
Elizabeth Farmer—"The seat of his pants, I suppose."
"Horrors! My suit is ripping!"
"Yes, sew it seams."
Just because balloon pants are in style doesn't mean that clothes are going up.
The editor is one who won't always take a joke.
Young women should set good examples—for young men will always follow
them.
STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
Capital $150,000.00
RICHMOND




R, C. H. COVINGTON CO.
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
Everything to Wear for Men and Boys
Kuppenheimer Clothes, Speedwell Fine Shoes, Knox and Berg Hats
"The House That Serves You Best"
New Student in College Cafeteria—"I say, man, how long have you been a
waiter at this chow house?"
Waiter
—"About nine weeks, sir."
New Student—"Oh, then it can't be you that I gave my order to."
The professor who comes ten minutes late is very scarce, in fact, he is generally
in a class by himself.











—"You're mistaken, you flunk."











Kodaks, Drugs, and School Supplies
One Hundred Eighteen
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Is a Publishing Emporium
Tex Thousand Titles Catalogued
covering every field of literary and scholastic endeavor
Whatever your need for books may be—grade texts, high school texts,
college texts, reference books, philosophy, history, literature, medicine, re-
ligion, or fiction—
The probability is that
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
can supply your need
Address
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Prairie Ave. and 25th St. Chicago, Illinois
That's Right
Shirley Galbraith
—"Did you hear of the great astronomer who is taking pic-






—"You can't put an old head on young shoulders."
Miss Gibson
—"But you can put a new waistline on any aged woman."
"Higgie"
—"My heart is on fire with love for you."





Back of this institution is an idea—a whole-
hearted belief that every teacher is entitled to ad-
vance in his profession and to find a place where
he can give the most effective service. _ Somewhere
there is a place for you better suited to your
powers and attainments. We know how to find it
for you. because we know the schools of your State
and use expert knowledge and experience in every
position filled.
Write A. J. Jolly, Manager, Mentor, Ky.
A Very Large School
Thirty-one States and three foreign countries
represented among its students. Short courses
and long, but all strong. College Department
accredited by University of Kentucky. Fifty-one
years old. "Thousands of graduates everywhere.
Near Mammoth Cave.
Write for complete catalog.
BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
Bowling Green, Ky.
One Hundred Nimtetn
DR. C. E. SMOOT
Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat
Clay Building RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Professor Rex Cox—"How is a flapper like a bungalow?"




"I'd like to buy a petticoat."
Floor Walker
—"Antique department on the sixth floor. Miss. Take the ele-




"Do you still love me?"
"Yes, who is it?y "
Dean of Women—"Do you drink liquor?"
Bill Hvatt
—
"Sure, what do you think I do with it?"
The Home of High-Class Entertainment
Alhambra and Opera House
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
Matinee: 2 P. M. to 5:30 P. M. Night : 7 P. M. to 10:30 P. M.
The Best in Moving Pictures




We Pay -I' , on Savings
J. B. STOUFFER CO.
"QUALITY STORE"






Serve Best Meals in Town at Reasonable Prices
Eat with us and save money
Ben Head—"There's an idea brewing in my head."
Paul Jett—"Still it."
New Student—"Hello, little sweetheart, will you dance with me?"
Virginia Routt
—
"Sir, I'm a chaperone."
Is That So?
Freshman (to Gilbert)—"How did you ever become such a wonderful orator?"
Gilbert
—
"I began by addressing envelopes."
Co-eds (noticing sign in the library)
—"Only Low Talk Permitted Here."
First Co-ed— "That's fine. Now I can to on with that story I was telling
A Heroine
Did you ever see a radiantly beautiful young lady with a curly head, star eyes,
a rosebud mouth, shell-like ears, swan-like neck, bare (bear) shoulders, rounded
amis, lily hands, a wasp waist, sweep gracefully into the room? Say. Did You Ever?
Professor Mattox—"What are you late for?"
Earl Jones (sleepily)
—"Er—class, I suppose."






Richmond's Greatest Department Store
Fashionable Merchandise at Popular Prices
RICHMOND KENTUCKY
Someone To Watch
The o-irl who's not good-looking, but can dance like a million, is like an Elgin
movement in an Ingersoll case.
Professor
—"Hang it all! I have given that fellow a whole course of lessons in
memory training and now he's gone off and forgotten to pay his fee—and I can't
remember what his name is."
Eleanor Arnold








"I wonder if he ever tried to light a match by striking it across a
cake of soap ?
'
'
Sallie Bush—"He says he thinks I'm the best-looking girl he ever saw. I
wonder if I ought to give him a date?"
Sallie Joe
—"Naw, let him keep on thinking so."
Goldie
—"What is the surest cure for love at first sight'"
Tohnnie Harmon—"Second sight."
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Owned and Operated By the Institution
STUDENTS' SERVICE STATION
Books, Stationery, Parker Fountain Pens, and Pen Repairing
Official Emblem Jewelry




The Haven of the Hungry
Baxter and Taylor, Proprietors
Dk. 0. F. Hume Dr. J. Vt. Floyd Dr. R. I. Todd
THE RICHMOND CLINIC
Surgery, Medicine, Dentistry
X-Ray and Chemical Laboratory
Heard in Sophomore class meeting "As long as men have feet there will be dirty
socks."
A Student's Creed
I will blot out of my life the failure that comes from wasted hours, and write
into it the success that comes from time well spent.
I will keep life's page clean and fill it with the record of knowledge learned.
I will fix my eyes on the goal of my ambition and hold my hand to its task.
I will work hard, hope high and live up to the best that is in me. then I can
write at the end, "Well Done."
A reformer is a man who can see a dirtv meaning in a clean joke.
W. S. BROADDUS
Fire, Life, Accident, and Health Insurance








is a wor\ of Art—
the perfection of Boo\ Maying
OR over one-quarter of a cen-
tury, the creation of better An
nuals has been our aim.
We will help your staff or-
ganise its work, help you plan
your book, advise with your editorial
and business departments, deliver you
a beautifully printed and bound book,
and insure your school a successful and
satisfactory Annual, of which you can
well be proud.
Twenty'five years of service to An-
nual staff's gives us a broad experience
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One Hundred Twenty- six
AUTOGRAPHS
One Hundred Twenty-seven
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